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Norma Desmond famously says in Billy Wilder’s Sunset Blvd. (1950), “All right, Mr. DeMille,
I’m ready for my closeup.”1 Since then, this phrase has been uttered countless times to ensure
the camera does not start rolling until everyone is ready.  But all are not afforded the opportunity
to get ready and civil servants fall squarely into this category. We know that government bu-
reaucrats are among those individuals that Americans love to hate and attacks on the civil serv-
ice come from a plethora of sources.2 And because of the ability of film (as well as other narrative
forms) to influence perceptions and stereotypes about government (c.f. McCurdy 1995; Holzer
and Slater 1995; Lichter, Lichter, and Amundson 2000; Holley and Lutte 2000), it is important
to understand how civil servants are portrayed in American film.  
Unfortunately, the empirical exploration of civil servants in film remains understudied.  The ex-
isting research on the portrayal of government in film is inadequate for several reasons.  First, a
large scale examination of a wide range of films has not been conducted to ascertain how films
portray government, and specifically, bureaucrats.  In addition, most of the scholarship focuses
on small samples or employs case study methodology that looks at a handful of predetermined
films to examine the different views of government offered by Hollywood.  Finally, often the
films that are profiled are rather obscure and one would have difficulty finding many individuals
who have actually heard of the films examined, let alone seen them.  Thus, the question that arises
is how is government, and more specifically civil servants, portrayed in the most popular films
in the United States?  
In an effort to more fully explore the depictions that contemporary American film presents of
Are They Ready for Their
Close-Up? Civil  Servants 
and Their Portrayal 
in Contemporary 
American Cinema
Michelle C. Pautz  and Laura Roselle
1 For those readers who have not seen Billy Wilder’s classic Hollywood-on-Hollywood film, aging silent screen star
Norma Desmond believes (in the final scene of the film when she utters her famous line) that she is shooting her
next film with Cecil B. DeMille, rather than being arrested on homicide charges.
2 See Goodsell (2004) for a concise but comprehensive overview for the disdain of government bureaucrats.
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government and civil servants, this paper endeavors to address many of the omissions of the ex-
isting literature.  The films selected for study are the top ten domestic box office grossing films
in the United States from 1992 through 2006.  These 150 films are the films most likely to have
been seen by the majority of Americans.  As a result of this large sample, the films included are
the ones that have the greatest exposure to the movie-going public in the United States; accord-
ingly, a holistic assessment of how Hollywood routinely portrays civil servants is possible. In the
end, we find that the U.S. government is frequently depicted in a negative light, but that civil ser-
vants are a different story, especially in the last five years. Civil servants are, more often than not,
presented as intelligent, well-trained, and efficient.
This paper first presents an overview of perceptions and how they are informed by various nar-
rative forms, particularly film.  Then it turns to the treatment of fiction and film in the public ad-
ministration literature and considers the sparse research to date that explores how government is
portrayed in film.  After establishing the context for our research, the methods are presented and
the findings from 150 films that depict more than 300 civil servants are summarized.  Finally, it
concludes with a discussion of our findings and their implications.
Perceptions
Perceptions come from the various ways individuals make sense of their surroundings over time
and perceptions define how individuals think about the world around them.  Each individual
forms and maintains perceptions about a variety of topics and experiences.  What a person thinks
about an individual or a situation will impact the way he/she deals with that individual or how
he/she approaches a similar situation in the future.  For example, if a citizen frequents his local
post office several times a month and always encounters long lines that move very slowly and
clerks that seem unable to accomplish the simplest of tasks, he is likely to assume that all post of-
fices employ slow and incompetent clerks.  In essence, perceptions help people form or reinforce
their own biases.
For the purposes of this paper, perceptions of government are of particular interest.  It is virtu-
ally indisputable that Americans have negative perceptions of their government and the majority
of citizens have held such beliefs for quite some time.  “…Americans are taught throughout our
lives, from hearth and home on through school and career, that our government is a sea of waste,
a swamp of incompetence, a mountain of unchecked power, an endless plain of mediocrity”
(Goodsell 2004, 3).  Few would challenge Goodsell’s articulation of the average American’s per-
ceptions of government.  Americans have great disdain for their government in general and for
the individuals that carry out the work of government.  Politicians are often looked at warily and
civil servants do not fair any better.  In particular, “[b]ureaucrats – with the word uttered in con-
tempt – are alleged in all quarters to be lazy, incompetent, devious, and even dangerous” (Good-
sell 3, emphasis original).  These views are so commonplace, few endeavor to challenge them.
Goodsell (2004) is one exception and refutes the pervasive stereotype of the inept and idle civil
servant.  However, while Goodsell makes a sound counterargument to these common percep-
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tions, he does not explore in great detail the sources of those perceptions.  The sources of these
perceptions are vast, but one important source is the narrative.
Perceptions and Film
Narratives, or stories, are relayed through a variety of media, such as books, plays, movies, and tel-
evision, and countless Americans engage them every year.  Not only do narratives entertain, they
also influence people on a host of subjects.  The ability of narratives to influence may have little
to do with the accuracy of the reality they depict; therefore, the ideas that audience members take
away may in turn shape individuals’ perceptions.  Narratives help shape perceptions (c.f. Kolker
1999).3 In particular, movies can influence perceptions and behaviors about political culture
(Franklin 2006, 6) and government more generally (Ortega-Liston 2000).  Although all narrative
forms can impact perceptions about government, film is of particular interest for several reasons.
First, since the advent of the cinema in the 1890s, through the nickelodeon era, to the dawn of cin-
emascope, and the modern era of multiplexes and movies on demand in American living rooms,
film reaches more Americans than other forms of entertainment (Sklar 1994; Cook 1996; Vogel
1998).  Indeed, 1.47 billion movie tickets were purchased in 2007 alone and this does not ac-
count for the number of movies watched at home or in other venues (Motion Picture Association
of America 2007, 2).  Even in economic down turns, both past and present, Americans still flock
to the movies (c.f. Cieply and Barnes 2009; Pautz 2002).  As a result, movies reach a large sec-
tion of the American population across demographics and socioeconomic status unlike many
other narrative forms.  Holzer and Slater (1995) note that one of the reasons that films can have
such an effect on public perceptions is due to “the vast size of the audience” (77).
Second, it is important to focus on film particularly in conjunction with the perceptions of gov-
ernment portrayed because film reaches young people especially.  Fifty-five percent of the movie-
goers in the U.S. in 2007 were under the age of 39 (MPAA 2007, 2).  Additionally, the same age
group is most likely to see movies frequently (at least once per month) (MPAA 2).   It may be ar-
gued that the perceptions of younger Americans are more pliable than older Americans; therefore,
the influence of films on perceptions of government may be more significant.
Third, and perhaps most importantly, it is arguable that film has the greatest impact on percep-
tions of the narrative forms.  “The visual image is encompassing, immersing.  It allows for the
total suspension of disbelief…” (Holzer and Slater 1995, 77).  “Of the arts, the cinematic expe-
3 An important point worth considering is whether narratives, in particular film, fundamentally create perceptions
and are the basis for views about government or if narratives and film reinforce existing perceptions and mirror
current views of government.  This question of causality or directionality is significant; however, it is beyond the
scope of this paper.  Regardless of the position one takes on the aforementioned, the focus of this research on the
portrayal of civil servants in contemporary American cinema and its findings can inform both viewpoints.  For a
more thorough consideration of this question, please see Franklin (2006) (particularly the Introduction) and
Holzer and Slater (1995).
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rience is among the most psychologically persuasive” (Lee and Paddock 2001).  In other words,
film has the ability to completely consume its audience and occupy more senses than many other
narrative forms because the senses of sight and sound are engaged while watching a film.4
Political science has a sizable body of scholarship exploring film and politics; however, much of that
research focuses on the parallels between politics and film, the influence of films on political cul-
ture, and the depiction of politicians in film (c.f. Franklin 2006; Neve 1992; Gianos 1999).  How-
ever, in reaction to the pervasive negative perceptions about government, particularly bureaucrats,
we are keenly interested in how civil servants are depicted in American film.  More specifically, we
want to determine whether or not “bureaucrat bashing” is commonplace in contemporary Ameri-
can film.  Therefore, we turn to public administration to explore how civil servants are portrayed.
Civil Servants and Film
Public administration literature has long looked to various narrative forms to examine how gov-
ernment is portrayed (c.f. Kroll 1965; Waldo 1968; McCurdy 1995).  While Goodsell and Mur-
ray (1995) note the importance of the arts to public administration, the chapters in their edited
volume describe the frequent negative stereotypes employed by the arts in their depictions of
government. In his broad look at fiction, McCurdy (1995) laments that “[p]artly because of the
relentless message of imaginative authors, distrust of governmental institutions has become deeply
ingrained in American culture” (McCurdy 504).  Additionally, McCurdy goes on to say that at-
tacking the government has “…prove[n] to be a certain method for enlisting audience sympathy
in the United States” (504).  In addition to these broad examinations, there has been some, albeit
limited, study of the portrayal of civil servants in film.
Generally, civil servants appear to be negatively portrayed in American film.  Holzer and Slater
(1995) found “[v]irtually all depictions [of the bureaucracy] rework stereotypes to excess…[and]
the attack is ceaseless and merciless” (76).  “Movies, in short, have reinforced the public’s long-
standing, poor image of government” (Holzer and Slater 85).  Holley and Lutte (2000) make sim-
ilar conclusions and go one step further to argue that Hollywood contributes to the negative
perceptions about public administrators and their performance.In an effort to further investigate
the ways civil servants are portrayed, some research devises categories of civil servants based on
their depictions in film.  For instance, Wielde and Schultz (2007) examine 40 movies to yield
several distinct types of civil servants:  Monstercrat, BlackHatocrat, Obsessocrat, Herocrat, Eth-
icrat, and Romanticrat.  Through examining films that date back to 1940, Wielde and Schultz
found that not all films portray civil servants negatively and the depiction of civil servants is
more complicated than simply a positive or negative portrait.
Some research takes a different approach and proactively seeks films that portray government in
4 The cultivation literature, while focused on television, does suggest that when audiences enjoy media content,
cognitive processes have less effect and cultivation effects may be more pronounced. (Nabi and Kremar 2004, 304).
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a favorable light.  For instance, Lee and Paddock (2001) sought films that depict “bureaucrat he-
roes” and identified 20 films based on their criteria.  It is worth noting that among their 20 films,
almost half are more than 30 years old and many of the films were not very successful at the box
office.  Lee and Paddock found that most of their bureaucrat heroes wore uniforms (largely mil-
itary or law enforcement) and most of the heroes defied their agencies to be heroic.
Still other research looks for what films can teach about public administration, particularly for stu-
dents.  Ortega-Liston (2000) explores four films, Nell, Absence of Malice, Norma Rae, and Pat-
ton, for their relevance to the study of public administration. Holley and Lutte (2000) examine two
films, Ghostbusters and A Thousand Heroes, and make the case that government should do more
to counteract its negative image in film by being more proactive.  Indeed Stainbun (1997) chron-
icles the efforts of the federal government to be increasingly accommodating to moviemakers.
This brief survey of existing research on the depiction of civil servants in film is intriguing and
sparks debate; however, it also highlights several methodological concerns.  First, much of the lit-
erature appears to take non-random samples of film and this can be problematic.  Although the
desire to seek out films that portray civil servants positively can be informative, it is difficult to
ascertain their viewership.  Caution should accompany broad conclusions about the depiction of
civil servants in film if the films are decades old and they are relatively obscure and not com-
mercially successful.  Finally, most studies sample only a few films and do not allow for a more
comprehensive view of American film and how civil servants are portrayed.  As a result, we seek
to examine how civil servants are portrayed in contemporary American cinema and outline a
methodology below that endeavors to overcome some of the aforementioned obstacles.
Methodology
Based on these limitations of existing research, we have elected to study the top ten grossing films5
annually from 1992 through 2006.  Since we are most interested in the portrayal of civil servants
and the possible effects on the average movie-going American, we focus on the top ten grossing
films as they represent the films most likely seen by the average American.  In other words, the top
grossing films annually are the movies most likely to have been seen by the largest audience.
We developed a coding instrument to address the following research questions. 
R1: What genres of films are included in the sample of most popular films?
R2: What is the overall depiction of government in these films?
R3: What are the demographic characteristics of the civil servants depicted?  
R4: What types of civil servants are found in these films?
R5: What character attributes are associated with the civil servants?
R6: What actions are the civil servants involved in?
5 Data on the top ten grossing films were compiled from domestic receipts reported on ShowBizData.com
(www.showbizdata.com; accessed 13 October 2009); please see Appendix 2.
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Civil servants were defined to include government employees at all levels and in all contexts, in-
cluding imaginary and futuristic realms, such as those of Harry Potter and Star Wars.   We did
not include elected officials, law enforcement, or military personnel.   Elected officials are not civil
servants by definition, even though the two categories are often erroneously collapsed, and politi-
cians have often been examined in various research contexts (c.f. Gianos 1998).   Similarly, we
negated law enforcement and military personnel because we believed that perceptions of these in-
dividuals are much more complex and both categories are frequently portrayed as overly heroic
and are all too often the antagonists.6
A coding instrument was developed to collect data to address our research questions.  We com-
piled information on a film’s genre by relying on the Internet Movie Database (IMDb)7 and
recording the first genre label assigned to each film.  Demographic characteristics included sex,
age, ethnicity, and nationality of each civil servant.  The type of civil servants was determined by
coding the agency or job duties of the civil servant. Character attributes and actions were coded
in an open-ended manner and included adjectives that were used by other characters in the film
to describe the civil servants and their actions or practices.  Finally, the coding instrument asked
for an overall assessment of government (positive or negative) along with an explanation, and the
names and descriptions of protagonists and antagonists.
Undergraduate students were trained in our coding instrument and given a test of coding one
movie to see if they could follow directions and use the coding instrument appropriately.  Inter-
coder reliability was adequate with slightly more than 10 percent, or 16 of the 150 films, coded
by two different coders. Each movie was coded by two coders and we reconciled the discrepan-
cies.  A copy of the coding sheet is available in Appendix 1.
Our hypotheses for the research questions were:
H1: Action films would make up the highest percentage of films with civil servants. 
H2: The depiction of government (in general) would be negative in these films.
H3: The demographic features of the civil servants depicted in the films would mirror the 
actual demographics of the civil service.
H4: Locally based civil servants (teachers, district attorneys, etc.) would be more prevalent in
these films because more people interact with these civil servants.  After 9/11 we expected 
a rise in the number of civil servants in Homeland Security, CIA, Secret Service, and local 
fire fighters
H5: Negative characteristics will be associated with the majority of civil servants depicted in 
these films.  This would correspond with the negative image of civil servants discussed 
in the scholarly literature.
H6: Civil servants will be depicted as not doing their jobs and/or engaging in corrupt, 
questionable, or negative behaviors.
6 Moreover, the portrayal of the military in film has also been frequently studied.
7 http://www.imdb.com; accessed 13 October 2009. 
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Background on Films
Genres
Before exploring the portrayal of government, first consider some general information about the
150 films studied, specifically movie genre. As was expected, just over half (51 percent) of the films
in the sample are action and/or adventure films.  Comedies comprise the next largest portion with
23 percent of the films.  A more complete examination of the genres can be found in Table 1.
 
moviegoers.  Action/adventure films complete with superheroes (such as Batman Begins and 
Spiderman) and lots of special effects (such as Pirates of the Caribbean and the Lord of the 
Rings Trilogy) are frequently among the top box office grossing films each year along with 
comedies that appeal to adult audiences (such as Austin Powers and There’s Something About 
Mary) and comedies that are appropriate for families (such as Cars and Shrek).  Typically these 
films depict attractive characters in roles that are easily classified as “good” or “bad.”  These 
observations are not surprising given that the majority of moviegoers in the U.S. are under age 
40.  Only a handful of top-performing films at the box office provide more serious subject matter 
and lack the escapism that most of these films offer the audience (such as Good Will Hunting or 
the Schindler’s List). 
Out of the 150 films in our sample, 95 films included civil servants that were coded in 
this study.  Stated differently, 63 percent of films contained at least one character that was a civil 
servant.  This suggests that movie-goers had a good chance of seeing civil servants portrayed in 
film.  In these 95 films, there were 303 civil servants with the following breakdown by genre 
(Table 2).   
Table 2 
Films with Civil Servants by Genres (N=95) 
Genre Percentage (N) 
Action and/or Adventure 55.8 (53) 
Comedy 22.1 (20) 
Animation 12.6 (11) 
Drama 5.3 (5) 
Miscellaneous Genres 6.3 (6) 
 
Most of the films (55.8 percent) that depicted civil servants were action and/or adventure movies, 
as expected. This pattern was even more prevalent in post-9/11 films: 60 percent of films in the 
post-9/11 period (2002-2006) were action and/or adventure films while during the pre-9/11 
period, action and/or adventure films comprised 47 percent. 
While a complete list of the films examined in this study can be found in Append x 2, a brief re-
view of the list provides some general insights into the types of films most popular with movie-
goers.  Action/adventure films complete with superheroes (such as Batman Begins and Spiderman)
and lots of special effects (such as Pirates of the Caribbean and the Lord of the Rings Trilogy) are
frequently among the top box offi  grossing films each year alon  with comedies that appeal to
adult audiences (such as Austin Powers and There’s Something About Mary) and comedies that are
appropriate for families (such as Cars and Shrek).  Typically these films depict attractive charac-
ters in roles that are easily classified as “good” or “bad.”  These observations are not surprising
given that the majority of moviegoers in the U.S. are under age 40.  Only a handful of top-per-
forming films at the box office provide more serious subject matter and lack the escapism that
most of these films offer the audience (such as Good Will Hunting or the Schindler’s List).
Out of the 150 films in our sample, 95 films included civil servants that were coded in this study.
Stated differently, 63 percent of fil s contained at least one character that was a civil servant.  This
suggests that movie-goers had a good chance of seeing civil servants portrayed in film.  In these
95 films, there were 303 civil servants with the following breakdown by genre (Table 2).  
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Most of the films (55.8 percent) that depicted civil servants were action and/or adventure movies,
as expected. This pattern was even more prevalent in post-9/11 films: 60 percent of films in the
post-9/11 period (2002-2006) were action and/or adventure films while during the pre-9/11 pe-
riod, action and/or adventure films comprised 47 percent.
General Depictions of Government
We expected, and found, a negative depiction of government in general. Overall, out of 105 films
that contained some depiction of government, 40 percent (N=42) of the films portrayed govern-
ment as competent, efficient, and/or good, whereas 60 percent (N=63) depicted the government as
inefficient, incompetent, and/or bad, and 3 percent were mixed.  Some of the films that positively
depicted government include Cars, Cliffhanger, Speed, and Independence Day.  By contrast, A
Time to Kill, The Fugitive, and Pocahontas portrayed government negatively. This pattern was
similar for both pre-9/11 and post-9/11 time periods, as shown in Table 3.
Further analysis finds that of the 63 films that depicted government as incompetent, bad, and/or
inefficient, 67 percent of those films (N= 42) indicate that the negative portrayal of the government
is because of the “system” rather than individuals.  Numerous films are illustrative of this finding;
for instance, the government is depicted as inefficient and incompetent in Batman Begins because
they are unable to stem the crime wave sweeping Gotham City.  The inability of the government
to provide safety for its citizens ultimately compels Bruce Wayne to become Batman.  In Chicago,
Roxie gets away with her crimes because of the ineptitude of the criminal justice system.
By comparison, only a third of the films (N=21) that portrayed government in a negative light did
so based on the actions of an individual or individuals.  For example, in Mrs. Doubtfire Robin
Williams’ character is denied custody of his children by a “mean judge” and is subjected to un-
friendly child custody officials.  In Wayne’s World several police officers are routinely ridiculed
because of their behavior. These findings were not particularly striking to us since government is
frequently ridiculed – by citizens, the media, and elected officials - as a collective.  Indeed, we are
frequently socialized in the U.S. to view the entire governmental system in a negative way.
8 The sample size is 105 because 45 films did not have a sufficient portrayal of government for the coders to assess
government’s overall depiction.
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The films that portrayed government positively were also studied to determine if the positive por-
trayal was a result of government as a whole or the result of individuals’ actions.  Unlike the neg-
ative depiction of government where the results were overwhelming in one category, these films
were about evenly split between individuals and the governmental system being responsible for the
positive depiction.
The depiction of government was also considered in light of the different film genres in our sam-
ple.  Of the 77 action and/or adventure films, a majority (N=42) of them portrayed government neg-
atively whereas the other two most common genres (comedy and animation) were evenly split in
terms of how many of them portrayed government positively or negatively.  One should not be too
surprised to find that most action and/or adventure films portrayed government negatively as these
films are most likely to have clear protagonists and antagonists.  For instance, in The Day After To-
morrow, government foolishly ignores warnings of imminent, dramatic changes in the weather
that are going to have catastrophic effects; or in The Fugitive, the government wrongfully convicts
Richard Kimble in his wife’s murder and resists Kimble’s efforts to prove otherwise.
Civil Servants Depicted in Contemporary American Films
Demographics of Civil Servants 
Three hundred and three civil servants representing a diverse array of characteristics were coded
from the sample of 150 films.  A comparison of the pre- and post-9/11 period shows that there
were more civil servants depicted per film in the post-9/11 period.  The average number of civil
servants in the pre-9/11 period was 1.86 per movie and in the post-9/11 period there were 2.34 per
movie.  An overwhelming majority of the civil servants were male (84 percent, N=255).  More-
over, 80 percent of the civil servants were Caucasian with African-American civil servants a dis-
tant second with 6 percent.  The remaining 14 percent of civil servants ranged from Arab to
Hispanic to penguins and apes (primarily in the animation films).  Age was another characteristic
we examined; we found that 50 percent of the civil servants coded were in their 30’s or 40’s with
an additional 20 percent in their 50’s.  Although the ages of civil servants spanned from 20’s to
100’s, the vast majority were in their 30’s to 50’s.  In addition to ethnicity, it is also interesting to
note that 67 percent of the civil servants were Americans.  
A frequent topic in public administration literature is whether or not the civil service is represen-
tative of the American citizenry; for our purposes, we have extended this inquiry to determine
whether or not civil servants in our sample are representative of actual civil servants.  Because of
data limitations, we used statistics from the federal civil service only.  Based on the most recent
data from OPM (2004), the 303 civil servants in our study are not representative of the federal
civil service.  The ratio of male to female civil servants is much closer (56 percent male, 44 per-
cent female) as compared to the disproportionately high number of male civil servants depicted in
the movies (84 percent).  In both the films and the federal civil service, Caucasians make up the
largest ethnic group; however, in the federal civil service the figure is not quite as high (69 percent)
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as compared to Hollywood’s depiction (80 percent).  By contrast to the aforementioned demo-
graphics, age is the most accurately portrayed demographic characteristics in our sample.  Forty-
nine percent of federal civil servants are in their 30’s and 40’s, as compared to 50 percent of the
civil servants in film.  In sum, the civil servants portrayed in the films studied here are more fre-
quently male and Caucasian than in the federal civil service.  
After establishing the types of films included in this study and some demographics of the 303 civil
servants, consider the types of civil servants most frequently portrayed and their behaviors.
Types of Civil Servants and Their Actions
A diverse assortment of civil servants is represented in the films in this study with no single type
representing a majority of civil servants depicted.9 Teachers were the most frequent type of civil
servant, accounting for approximately 13 percent (N=39) of all civil servants as hypothesized.  In-
terestingly, a majority of the teachers were male (N=24); one might have expected a majority of
teachers to be females.  Members of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) represented about
10 percent and foreign intelligence officials about nine percent.  As might be expected more than
80 percent of the C.I.A. officials and 88 percent of the foreign intelligence officials were male.  In-
deed, women did not dominate any category of common civil servants.  This may not be too sur-
prising since women were overwhelmingly outnumbered as civil servants (female civil servants
N=47).  In terms of types of civil servants pre and post 9/11, there were disproportionate majori-
ties of C.I.A. officials, astronauts, White House staffers, and advisors to leaders in pre 9/11 films;
no ready explanation accounts for these findings. Table 4 contains a more comprehensive look at
the most common type of civil servants found in the sample of films.
Certain types of civil servants seemed to be common in films that portrayed government posi-
tively and negatively.  For instance, a majority of C.I.A. officials (68 percent) can be found in
films that depicted government in a negative manner.  Films such as Clear and Present Danger,
Mission: Impossible, and the Bourne films depict C.I.A. officials in movies that have a negative
portrayal of government.  In The Bourne Supremacy, former C.I.A. operative Jason Bourne is
9 The types of civil servants portrayed in the films reflect an inductive categorization rather than the use of an exist-
ing categorization.
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ruthlessly hunted by his former employer.  By contrast, 100 percent of the astronauts and 67 per-
cent of the teachers were found in movies that showed government positively.  For example, films
such as Apollo 13 and Armageddon revolved around heroic astronauts that were either displaying
courage and patriotism during the Cold War or saving the planet from an imminent asteroid strike.
Characters’ Attributes 
While depictions of government were decidedly negative, this is not the case when individual civil
servants are examined.  As a first cut at determining whether or not individuals were depicted as
positive or negative characters, we categorized the coding of each character generally.  Specifically,
we looked at the adjectives describing the character - such as brave, evil, professional, incompe-
tent, and so forth – and the actions of each character – such as adhered to the law, took a bribe,
etcetera.  Coders were asked to write adjectives and describe a civil servant’s behavior without
prompting so that the coders would not be cued by a preconceived list of descriptors or actions.
Then we categorized if the characters were depicted in a positive, negative, or neutral manner.  Of
303 characters, 151, or 50 percent, were positively shown, 118 or 40 percent were negatively de-
picted, and 11 percent were not coded as either.10
The following breakdown in Table 5 shows the specific adjectives used to describe the characters.
This list only represents the most important characteristics for which each character was coded.  It
does not, for example, suggest that all characters who might be seen as strict were coded as strict
– if that was a minor or less important attribute as determined by the coders.  This list should give
a broad view of how characters were most generally portrayed.
10 Percentages add to 101 because of rounding.
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Many of the civil servants portrayed in the film – especially those who were not the antagonists
– were depicted as knowledgeable, friendly, and professional. Many civil servants were clas-
sified as good-looking, including Rachel Dawes in Batman Begins, foreign spies in Goldeneye,
and numerous Secret Service agents in Deep Impact.  We believe that the numbers of those cat-
egorized as good-looking and fit is due to the high number of firefighters, Secret Service, and
astronauts in the sample - characters routinely portrayed in heroic or similar capacities. The in-
dividual civil servants depicted are, to a large degree, shown to be well trained, having ex-
pertise in a particular area, and willing and able to work professionally.  For example, Will
Smith’s Agent Jay in Men in Black proved to be smart and knowledgeable in tracking down
aliens living among us and stopping those aliens intent on destroying the planet.  By contrast,
Harrison Ford’s Jack Ryan, in Clear and Present Danger, has to try and save U.S. personnel en-
gaged in questionable operations in Columbia orchestrated by a corrupt and devious National
Security Advisor.  Despite this example, however, corruption is not a common depiction in the
case of American civil servants, although foreign civil servants are sometimes shown to be cor-
rupt (e.g. Schindler’s List).  Judges are depicted as stern or strict more often than those in other
occupations and teachers are often depicted as caring or kind (although there are some exam-
ples of teachers as uncaring).  In Finding Nemo, Nemo’s teacher, Mr. Ray, is portrayed as
friendly and caring.  Doctors are often psychiatrists working for the state depicted as not as car-
ing of their patients. 
The breakdown of pre- versus post-9/11 films shows little difference the attributes of civil servant
characters. In the pre-9/11 period, 52 percent of the depictions of civil servants were positively
depicted and 35 percent were negatively depicted.  The percentages in the post-9/11 period were
52 percent positive, 32 percent negative, and 16 percent neutral or not coded (see Table 6).
Therefore, we observed little difference in depictions of civil servants post 9/11 as may have been
expected with the increased sense of patriotism in the wake of the attacks.  However, given pro-
duction timelines and the limited number of films post 9/11, the sample of films may be too small
to draw any definitive conclusions.
Discussion and Implications
Data from this sample of films fills a void in the literature and highlights some interesting findings.
Overall, the general depictions of government are negative, in keeping with our hypotheses and the
existing research on the portrayal of government in various narrative forms.  Despite the increased
sense of patriotism post-9/11, we found the pattern of depiction largely unchanged from the pre-
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9/11 context.11 As with other narrative forms, movie-going Americans could expect to see gov-
ernment portrayed as incompetent, inefficient, and bad when they go to the movies.  As a result,
we echo Holzer and Slater’s (1995) concerns that films “…reinforcing an image of ‘government
as incompetent’… [may] help to undermine support for the public sector” (86).  The casual de-
pictions of government that citizens are exposed to in a variety of circumstances can affect citizens’
perceptions of government, if we are to believe the literature on media effects.  Thus, in our sam-
ple of contemporary movies, we are able to add another category to the list of narrative forms that
portray government in a negative light.  This conclusion is even more disturbing because of the
wide range of Americans that watch movies, particularly the younger generations whose percep-
tions are more malleable.  In addition, because the most popular movies primarily serve enter-
tainment value, the audience may not be consciously aware of these depictions of government.
While the depictions of government in film were not surprising, we did not expect to find that civil
servants were generally depicted as competent – and across such a wide array of types of civil ser-
vants.  About half of the more than 300 civil servants coded in the films were positively depicted.
Even more illuminating are the attributes of these characters, who were most often described as
good-looking and knowledgeable.  These attributes and depictions were found in a wide variety
of films as opposed to a specific type of film, thereby increasing support for our finding.  It is in-
triguing to discover that while government is generally portrayed poorly in recent films, the civil
servants in those films are depicted more positively.    In addition, there is little difference in the
depiction of civil servants in the pre- and post-9/11 periods.  Characteristics and demographics
of civil servants remain fairly constant, for example. One difference is in the increase in the num-
ber of teachers and foreign ministry personnel in the post-9/11 period.  We did not find an increase
in spies or CIA officials.  Civil servants were presented positively in both the pre- and post-9/11
period, while a negative depiction of government is evident in both periods as well.12
Several explanations may account for these findings.  Perhaps the negative depictions of gov-
ernment stem from the actions of military officials and politicians rather than the civil servants
themselves.  As a result, civil servants in these films are forced to contend with a corrupt gov-
ernment that they are not – or not entirely – responsible for.  Since politicians and military offi-
cials were excluded in our sample, we cannot say for certain if this explains our findings.
Additional research on the depiction of politicians and military officials may shed light on this
question.  Another explanation may be that film and culture more generally take the lead from elite
opinion and references to government or to general public opinion.  Many political leaders, es-
pecially since President Ronald Reagan, have presented government as “the problem,” and this
may be reflected in the most popular films of the time.  It would be interesting to see if this
11 However, the conclusions regarding post-9/11 films should not be overstated for two key reasons.  First, there
were only five years of films (N=50) that fell into this category for analysis; and second, the pre-production
timetable in Hollywood can be lengthy, so the effects of 9/11 may not impact Hollywood for years.
12 Further study of how other characters are portrayed in films is needed to provide comparison data for civil ser-
vants and their attributes in these films.  To better understand if the depictions of civil servants are particularly posi-
tive, we need to be able to compare their depiction to that of other categories of individuals.
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changes under President Barack Obama and a more pragmatic presentation of government’s abil-
ities to solve problems – particularly after the perceived lack of governmental oversight’s con-
tribution to the financial collapse of 2008-2009. 
Given these mixed findings, we may have found additional empirical support for a phenomenon
Goodsell (2004) notes.  Goodsell found that while the dominant view of government that Amer-
icans hold is very negative, their day-to-day interactions with government are typically quite pos-
itive.  We found that while government is generally depicted negatively in movies, closer
inspection of the characters reveals more positive attributes.  Therefore, like the average Ameri-
can who on the surface thinks government is bad and actually finds his/her interactions with gov-
ernment to be positive, film may generally portray government poorly, but the individual
government characters are more positively depicted.
Research regarding how various narrative forms portray government and more specifically civil
servants is generally lacking.  Yet with the significant role that entertainment, particularly movies,
plays in the lives of many Americans, we should be interested in this area of study.  It has been
duly noted that our perceptions of government are affected by a range of narrative forms, and in
our sample of contemporary American films we find that government is generally portrayed neg-
atively.  While most civil servants are portrayed positively, many are portrayed negatively and the
government as a whole is presented in a negative light as well.  Thus, we must raise concerns sim-
ilar to those of Holzer and Slater (1995) who assert that negative depictions can lead to negative
perceptions of government and civil servants.  Perhaps Hollywood will strive for a more accu-
rate portrayal of government and civil servants in the future; however, that seems unlikely as we
often look to movies for an idealized version of reality – an escape. Thus, close-ups may be even
more contrived than Norma Desmond’s elaborate descent down the palace staircase.13
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Appendix 1 – Coding Instrument
Coding Sheet: Film Analysis
Coder ________________________
Date _________________________
Film Title: ______________________________________________________________
Year: __________ Genre (leave blank):  ______________________________
Setting Description: _______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Civil Servant Character # ______:
Character Description: _____________________________________________________
Character Name (if known) _________________________________________________
American?:    Yes No Don’t Know 
If No, country or place if identifiable): __________________________________
Level of Government:   Local State National
Other _____________________________ Unsure
Department/Ministry/Service: ___________________________________
Race: __________________________________________________________________
Sex: Female Male
Age: ___________________________________________________________________
Other Notable Physical Attributes: ___________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Adjectives used to describe Character: ________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Actions/Practices of Character: ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Antagonist Name and Description ____________________________________________
Nationality ________________________________________________________
Protagonist Name and Description ___________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Nationality ________________________________________________________
How is the government depicted?
Efficient/competent/good: (circle and explain) __
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Inefficient/incompetent/bad: (circle and explain)
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
N/A
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Description of Coding Sheet
Film Title: refers to the full name of the film
Year: refers to the year that the film was one of the top box office earners
Genre: leave blank. Profs. Pautz or Roselle will insert.
Setting Description: refers to the time and place of the action.  For example, a mythical board-
ing school called Hogwarts in the late 20th- early 21st century. 
Civil Servant Character # ______: Number each civil servant character sequentially as you
view them in the film.
Civil Servants include the following:  government officials that are not elected and are not mili-
tary or law enforcement officers.  This includes characters identified as bureaucrats, ministry of-
ficials, ‘government officials’, etc.
Character Description: Describe the character’s appearance, personality, characteristics.
Name (if known): Include all names associated with this character – even nicknames.  If the
character is referred to by more than one name or nickname please indicate who calls the char-
acter which name/nickname.
American?:    Yes No Don’t Know 
If No, country or place if identifiable): __________________________________
Circle yes if the character is clearly an American. No, if not, and don’t know if unsure or unclear.
Identify the character’s country or place if you can – even if the entity is fictional (ie made up)
Level of Government:   Local State National
Other _____________________________ Unsure
Department/Ministry/Service: ___________________________________
Identify the level of government with which the character is associated and the specific depart-
ment/ministry/service. Do this as best you can. Note the department or ministry even if the film
is set in a fictional place – such as the Ministry of Magic – if you can.
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Demographics:
Race: Indicate the ethnic background of the character, such as African American, Asian, His-
panic, or Caucasian.  
Sex: Male Female
Age: Approximate the age of the character, such as mid 30’s, or note any specific reference to
the character’s age.
Other Physical Attributes: Note any particular physical attributes of the character, such as a
nerdy individual with outdated clothing or a specific disability.
Adjectives used to describe ___________________________________
Note the adjectives used by others to describe this character AND who said each in parentheses
after the adjective.
For example:
The character was described as incompetent by the criminal.
The character was described as efficient by the mother.
Actions/Practices of the Character __________________________________
Note the actions or practices of the character. What does this character do in the movie? 
For example:
This character implements a decision made by the Prime Minister that restricts access to
information.
Antagonist Name and Description ____________________________________________
Nationality ________________________________________________________
The antagonist is the principal opponent of the main character (or hero).  Please describe this
character and how s/he is depicted. In particular, note if there is anything you would consider to
be stereotypical about how the antagonist is presented. 
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Protagonist Name and Description ___________________________________________
Nationality ________________________________________________________
The protagonist is the the main character (or hero).  Please describe this character and how s/he
is depicted. In particular, note if there is anything you would consider to be stereotypical about
how the antagonist is presented. 
How is the government depicted?
Efficient/competent/good: (circle and explain) 
Circle this if the government (in general) is portrayed as efficient or able to handle prob-
lems or issues.  Explain in a few sentences the evidence for your coding on this.
Inefficient/incompetent/bad: (circle and explain)
Circle this if the government (in general) is portrayed as inefficient or unable to handle
problems or issues.  Governmental corruption and incompetence would fall here.  Explain in a
few sentences the evidence for your coding on this.
N/A
Circle this if you are not sure or this does not apply to the film you are coding.
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Appendix 2 – List of Films
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